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iDea co.

is a reputable Iranian-based Stone trading company consisting of 
an expert sales & marketing team and a competent after sales 

service group.

The company can be summarized as a professional team with a 
brilliant trace in achieving sizable market share for high quality 
stone and tile products, systematic and comprehensive sales 
& marketing activity, extensive knowledge of the market and 

customer demand and influential relations with key bulk customers 
in Iran territory.

In 2009 iDea team mainly was formed up from an expert business 
division of stone goods.

The team also includes a dedicated R&D and after sales services 
team that achieve the technical ability to participate in the 

special projects.These divisions are managed by qualified persons 
who have succeeded in sales,export and after sales services in 

projects.

MARBLE MARKET
we promise that if you purchase once, you wil purchase again and we want 

our business interactions to be long-term not a one-time deal.
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MARBLE
products

3D Black

Golden Galaxy Saffron Persian Marquina

Autuman Golden Black

Marshal
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Ivori

Bianca Perla Chaldoran Diplomat Golden Rose

Persian Marfil Persian Silk Sandy Hill

Mahkam Paradise pietra Grey

Royal Botticino

Marble is the best and most expensive 
building and decorative stone in the 
world, which is available in various 
natural colors and designs in Iranian 

mines. This stone is generally used in 
the walls and interior of the building. 
This stone can also be used in floors 
and interior walls. In Iran, the tombs 

of famous Imams and Imamzadegan are 
made of marble.

Also, placing marble slabs in symmetry 
with each other in the form of 

bookmatch and four-wrist will make 
this natural product doubly beautiful, 

which can be found in the walls 
of houses, lobbies, hotels, halls, 

restaurants, as well as shopping malls 
and shops. To be luxurious and make 

any viewer disappear.

Due to its unique beauty and high 
quality, marble is generally cut into 

large one-piece stones (slabs) and most 
of it is exported to other countries.
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Cloudy Sky

Persian White

Spider

Grey Sky

Icy Tornado Zebra

Sayman A Sayman C

Sayman B

CRYSTAL
products
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Green

Pearl

Amber Esmeralda Wavy Green Wavye White

Mahkam Pink Wooden

ONYX
products
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Noce

Beige Giallo Rosso

Mahkam

TRAVERTINE
p r o d u c t s
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Travertine is one of the most widely used stones in 
the construction industry. This decorative stone is 
considered by construction companies due to its 
wide range of colors and is used in various parts 
of the building, both in the facade and in interior 
decoration.
We at Arun Tejarat Ideal Company are proud to 
inform you that we can deliver all the products in 
this catalog to you dear ones with the best quality 
and in the shortest possible time.

Silver



Natanz

Black White Cyan Emerald Brushed

Jade

Habanero

GRANITE
p r o d u c t s
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LIMESTONE
p r o d u c t s

Cerma Luminous Gohera
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One of the advantages of limestone that has made it a good choice in 
construction is the coordination of its particles. Delicate colors and grain 

differences are among the characteristics of this stone, and this stone 
naturally has a harmonious institution.
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